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High r e s o l u t i o n transmission electron mici-oscopy (HRTEM) has been used to investigate
a number of z e o l i t e s (EMT, FAU, LTL, MFI and MOR) and a member of the mesoporous
MJ»1S f a m i l y .
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the o b j e c t i v e lens has been explained. The a ' t e f a c t severely hinders observation of
materials confined in the z e o l i t e channels arid c a v i t i e s . I t is shown how to circumvent
the a r t e f a c t problem and how to image confin<td materials in spite of disturbance caused
by the a r t e f a c t . Image processing by means 0 F a Wiener f i l t e r has been applied for
removal of the a r t e f a c t .
The detailed surface s t r u c t u r e of FAU has been i n v e s t i g a t e d . Comparison of experiment a l micrographs w i t h images simulated using ci i f f e r e n i . surface models indicates that the
surface can be terminated in d i f f e r e n t ways <depending on synthesis meLhods. The
dealuminated form of FAU (USY) is covered by an amorpyous region.
Platinum incorporated in FAU has a preponcJerance to aggregate in the ( i l l ) tv/in
planes, probably due to a local difference iri cage s t r u c t u r e with more spacious cages,
I t is shown that platinum is i n t r a - z e o l i ic <as opposed to being located on the external
surface of the z e o l i t e c r y s t a l . This could b<2 deduced from tomography of u l t r a - t h i n
sections among other observations.
i
HRTEM studies of the mesoporous MCM-^1 sh<DW that the pores have a hexagonal shape
and also supports the mechanistic model prop<Dsed which involves a co-operative formation
of a mesophase including the s i l i c a t e specie 5 as well as the s u r f a c t a n t .
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Introduction
The manner in which Nature arranges its smallest building blocks into crystalline
materials is more perfect and beautiful than any \voman(or man!)-made creations. From
a cry stal lographers perspective, crystals can appear to be perfect. If. however, crystals
are scrutinised at the unit cell, or even the atomic level, this perfection becomes illusory.
Irregularities in the ordered crystalline array, like defects and intergrowths of different
structures, can be unveiled by means of a transmission electron microscope.
Some of the most beautiful structures that Nature has provided are those that belong to
the family of zeolites. Zeolites are a group of microporous aluminosilicates which are
found as minerals but that also can be synthesised in the laboratory. The structures carry
channels and cavities, with well defined pore sizes in the 10 A range. large enough for
incorporation of small clusters or molecules. There are various number of ways the
zeolites find use. Probably the utilisation that is most well-known today, is the
employment of zeolites as ion exchangers in laundry detergents.
This thesis is based on studies on zeolites from high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTHM) investigations. Experimental micrographs as well as simulated
images are presented. Image processing has also been applied on both experimental and
simulated images.
The work has been concentrated on studies o\~ the fine structure of some well known
zeolites. The surface structure of F'AU and HMT has been examined as well as the
preferential siting of framework guests, in particular platinous clusters in zeolite Y.
Further, the changes in appearance of the fine structure upon incorporation of materials
in the zeolitic cavities of four different zeolites (zeolite Y. zeolite linde I., mordenite
and ZSM-5) have been investigated and explained. So too has the erroneous image that
is obtained by URTHM. Finally, a member of the recently discovered mesoporous M41S
family. MCM-41. has been studied.
The thesis is mainly a summary of the results of the papers listed on page 2. However,
some new unpublished work is also presented. The thesis opens with a section where
necessary background information is described. This is followed by a description of the
instruments used. Finally, the results arc discussed. The structures of the zeolites studied
are described in the appendix.
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General outline
History
"Om en obekant bärg art, som kallas Zeolites" was the first work published in the field
of zeolite science. In 1756 the Swedish mineralogist A. F. Cronstedt reported his
discovery of a new mineral found in Iceland and in a mine in the north of Sweden 1 . He
called the minerals "zeolites" because they appeared to boil when heated in a blow pipe
flame. The term zeolite is derived from the two Greek words; zeo meaning "to boil" and
liihos "a stone". From the time of discovery of zeolites up to the mid 1930's several
characteristic zeolitic properties were discovered, such as their ion exchange capacity,
molecular sieve capacity and the capability of reversible dehydration. In 1930 Taylor2
and Pauling3 reported the first crystal structure determinations (of Analcite and
Sodalite). The first definitive zeolite synthesis was reported in 1948 with Barrer's
synthesis of Mordenite 4 . Industrial applications became apparent in the 1950's with
zeolites finding usage as dryers for gases and as molecular sieves. In 1962. zeolite X
was introduced as a cracking catalyst. About ten years later zeolite A started to replace
phosphates in detergents and this is today the application that consumes the largest part
of zeolite production (67 vol% in 1988) 5 .

What are zeolites? Definition and properties.
Zeolites belong to the tecto(alumino)silicate family. /. e. framework silicates, which also
comprises the feldspars and the ultramarines. The general formula for a zeolite is:
M

M is a cation of valency n, usually an alkali or alkaline earth metal. The cations are
normally hydrated. The so called zeolitic water is loosely bound to the framework and
can be released upon heating. [SiCty] and [AIO4] tetrahedra are corner shared. Si and Al
are often called T atoms as they are tetrahcdrally co-ordinated. As aluminium will
introduce a negative charge to the framework, cations are needed for charge
compensation.
The late D.W. Breck, who was a pioneer in the field of zeolite science, gives the
following definition of a zeolite6:
"Zeolites are crystalline, hydrated aluminosilicates of group I and group II
elements, in particular, sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, strontium,

and barium. Structurally the zeolites are 'framework' aluminosilicates which
are based on an infinitely extending three-dimensional network of A1O, and
SiO4 tetrahedra linked to each other by sharing all of the oxygens".
However, the term zeolite is sometimes used to describe a larger group of microporous
materials, such as e. g. aluminophosphates and gallophosphates. The common feature is
that the framework consists of T-atoms (Si. Al, P. Ga, Ge. B, Be, etc.) tetrahedrally coordinated to oxygen, and that the oxygen atoms are two co-ordinated by the T-atoms.
The tetrahedra can be combined in a number of ways which lead to a large number of
different zeolitic structure types. In the latest edition of the atlas of zeolite structure
types 7 , 85 structures are described, but new structures are reported every year. In this
thesis the term zeolite will be used exclusively for aluminosilicates and their siliceous
analogues. An example of a zeolite (zeolite A) is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The lattice of zeolite A* (LTA), seen along the [100] direction. Both Tatoms and oxygen atoms are marked, though not in the correct scale.

The designation of zeolites follows the ruies set up by an IUPAC Commission on
Zeolite Nomenclature9. Every zeolite structure type has its own three letter code which
is independent of composition, distribution of the various T-atoms or cell dimension.
Thus zeolite Y, zeolite X as well as the mineral Faujasite are designated by the code
'FAU". When a new microporous structure is synthesised it is often given a name
related to where it was synthesised or according to an in-house code used by the zeolite

company in question. Hence, ZSM-5 was first made at Mobil" and was accordingly
named by the codes routinely used at Mobil. Later it was given the three letter code MFI
(Mobil Five) which represents all zeolites with the same framework structure as that of
ZSM-5. In this thesis the three letter codes will always be used for description of the
zeolite framework in question, either on its own or in brackets after the common name.
The property that is at the heart of characteristic zeolitic behaviour is the microporosity
of the framework. The channels and cavities present have well defined sizes up to
approximately 13 Å, the diameter of the largest cages in the zeolites FAU and EMT. In
these voids the water molecules and the cations are located. The latter are thus not
constituents of the framework and can in principle be removed without affecting the
aluminosilicate structure. This is the explanation for the reversible dehydration
behaviour and the ion exchange properties of zeolites. In some cases however, cations
are locked into cages with windows smaller than the size of the cation and hence can not
be exchanged.
The silicon to aluminium ratio is an important feature of the zeolite. A zeolite is
hydrophilic when the Al content is high and gets more hydrophobia as the Si/Al ratio
increases. The smallest value possible is 1 ; a direct consequence of Loewensteins
rule11 which states that there can be no Al-O-Al linkages. Even though direct synthesis
of aluminium free zeolites is still restricted to a few zeolites, e. g. silicalite I (MFI), it is
possible by post-synthesis treatment to dealuminate zeolites and hence enhance the
Si/Al ratio. A Si-rich zeolite has, as mentioned above, a more hydrophobic character. It
is also much more stable than the as-synthesised zeolite and shows different catalytic
properties. There are several ways of carrying out dealumination. A common method
used for zeolite Y is to exchange the extra-framework cations with N H / followed by
steam treatment. Extracted aluminium is removed with acid. Repeated treatments results
in a thermally more stable zeolite with a Si/Al ratio essentially infinite. This ultra stable
zeolite Y (USY) has a slightly damaged framework with large holes, so-called
mesopores, that arise from the removal of Al 12 . A less damaged zeolite is obtained if the
dealumination is performed with SiCL»12.
Another consequence of variation in Si/Al ratios is the apparent acidity associated with
the framework. To see this, consider first the hydrogen form of the zeolite. It can be
regarded as a solid acid. There are two kinds of acid sites. If the traditional definition of
an acid as a proton donor is used, so-called Bronstedt acidity, then the II counterions
act as such Brenstedt acids. The acidity that derives from these sites will be strongly

For some zeolites, such as the pentasils, the smallest value is larger than one as a Si/Al ratio of one
would lead to AI-O-AI bonds.

dependent on and increases in strength with the Si Ai ratio. Other acidic site;, that can
donate electrons will display lewis acidity and are much weaker.

Applications
The applications of zeolites cover a wide and diverse field: they can be used as catalysts,
as desiccants. as ion exchangers, as molecular sieves and also to some extent in waste
water air treatment. Most of the zeolites used industrially are synthetic and it is the
detergent industry that consumes by tar the largest part. 400 000 tonnes in Il)8(v\
The ion-exchange capacity, which is exploited for water softening (exchange ot" C a
and Mg : tor Na ) in detergents, derives from the tact that the cationic counter ions are
electrostatically, not chemically, bound to the zeolitic framework. Due to the open
framework structure, these ions are easily accessible and can be exchanged. The zeolitic
detergent builders, almost exclusively l.TA (figure

I), replace environmentally

questionable phosphates.
As mentioned in the preceding section zeolites can reversibly adsorb and. when heated,
desor'o water. This property makes them attractive as desiccants. By contrast, if the Si A!
ratio is high, the zeolite will have a more hydrophobic character and will be able to
adsorb organic molecules in the presence of water. Depending on the size of the channel
openings acces of rigid molecules to the framework will be dependent on the size of the
molecule; the zeolite acts as a selective molecular sieve. The Ca form o\' zeolite A
(LTA) is. for example, used for selective sorption of unhranched alkanes from a mixture
of hydrocarbons. The pore aperture is large enough for the unbranched alkanes to enter
but too small for the branched alkanes. Hence, zeolites can also be classified according
to their pore sizes. Small pore zeolites have eight ring tetrahedral atomic pores with a
free diameter of 3.5-4.5 A (e. g. I.I A), medium pore zeolites have ten ring pores with
4.5-6.0 A diameter (</. #. Mil) and large pore zeolites have twelve ring pores with
diameter 6.0-8.0 A (c. #. FAU).
Zeolites are particularly well suited for catalysis. They are used both as hi functional
catalysts carrying a catalytically active metal, such as l't, or on their own. The large
internal surface area, the strong acid sites, the possibility of selective sorption and the
molecular sieve effect is an exceptionally useful combination for a catalyst. Several
kinds of shape selective catalysis can be induced. In a product selective reaction the size
of the zeolite channels influences the product formation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. When xvlenc is formal inside the zeolite three isomers are possible
(meta. ortho ami [HIM) but only one of them (pani-.xvlene) can exit. The zeolite,
ilue to its shape, selects the product that will be favoured in the synthesis.

The largest catalytic process by volume is that of oil cracking and the catalyst used is
zeolite Y (I AU). lixamples of other processes that can be catalysed by zeolites include
the famous methanol to gasoline conversion catalysed by /SM-5 (MI 1) as well as
traditional organic reactions such as electrophilic substitutions, for example IriedelC'rafts alkvlations.

Structure
/oolitic frameworks consist of uninterrupted 3-dimcnsional nets built up by tetrahedra
that share all corners (Figure 3). As mentioned earlier. 85 synthetic (including nets with
other T-atoms than Si and Al) and natural /oolitic structures exist today. An even greater
number is achievable ifall hypothetical 4-connected 3D-nets were included.
In the literature the concept of secondary building

O

O

units (SBl.'s) is often encountered. The primary
building unit is the TO, tetrahedron. The SBUs

O

V'"/O'

were originally (figure 4) developed to facilitate
the description of zeolite structures' 3 . One SBU
should suffice to describe a structure. However, as
more frameworks were discovered it was sometimes found that several SHI rs were needed for a
complete description of the structure. Other structural subunits that are more complex than the

Figure 3. Zeolite lattices are
constructed of almost regular
tetrahedra sharing corners. In the
centre the i-atom (Si. Ah are
located anil in the corners the
oxygen atoms

' 62 000 tonnes year of zeolite Y is consumed in the cracking industry (data from I98(»)5.

7

SBUs are also adopted for structure description .
Perhaps the most elegant way of illustrating
these complex structures is the description

oOO

via minimal surfaces15"16. Some, but far
from all. zeolite structures can be fitted to
such surfaces. FAU as well as Zeolite N
(LTN)17 can for example be characterised by
the so-called F-surface. In the case of LTN,
which can be regarded as comprising a part
sodalite (SOD) and a part ZK-5 (KFI) structure, the surface separates the two structures.
The FAU structure, on the other hand is
fitted only to one side of the surface.

Figure 4. The first SBUs (secondary
building units) defined by Meier13. The
SBUs are simple building stones of
zeolite frameworks. They can be simple
rings as in the top row, double rings, as
in the middle row or other types of small
units, bottom row. The oxygen atoms are
not marked. The T-atoms are located in
the vertices. The image is modified from
Smith 14

The smallest building block of zeolites, the
tetrahedron, can be arranged in a number of
ways thereby creating a large number of
different structure types. In all zeolites the
T-0 distances are between 1.58 and 1.78 Å
and the O-T-0 angles rarely differ more than
5° from the ideal tetrahedral angle <; 109.46°).
Most of the T-O-T angles fall between 130°
and 160° '". The variation possible in the

latter angle enables the existence of the numerous different structure types.
Zeolites have much more open frameworks than other tectosilicates. This can be
appreciated by comparing the framework density19 for zeolites (12.7 T-atoms/ 1000Å'
for FAU) with that oft?, g. quartz (26.6 T-atoms/1000Å1). The windows (that is the
number of tetrahedral atoms in the entrances to cages and channels) vary betv/een 4
(e. g. SOD) and 12 (e. g. FAU) for zeolites. There are however larger windows in some
related structures which are not zeolites sensu stricto. Thus VPI-5 (VFI) 20 , an
aluminophosphate, has 18 ring openings and Cloverite (CLO) 21 , a gallophosphate* , has
a pore opening of 20 tetrahedral atoms. The sizes of the windows are to some extent
dependent on the Si/Al ratio as well as on the presence of various cations.
The presence of channels and cavities are the essential characteristic of microporous
zeolitic frameworks. Some cavities or cages occurring in zeolitic structures are shown in
Figure 5. Several distinct cages can be found in a particular zeolite structure and the
CLO has some dangling OH-groups and is thus an interrupted framework.
8

same cage can be found in different structures. A variety of channels and systems of
channels appear in the zeolite family. The channels can be either straight or zigzagged.
A zeolite can have more than one type of channel, and these can either be interconnected
or isolated. In FAU the channels are formed by the interconnection of the large
polyhedron, seen in Figure 5g, and extend in three directions. The shape and
dimensionality of the channels have a great influence on the sorption properties of the
zeolite.

Figure 5. Some commonly occurring cages in zeolite structures. T-atoms are
located in the vertices. Oxygen atoms are not marked The cages may appear in
several different zeolite frameworks. Shown are: a) (he double six ring (D6R) in
FAU, b) the "cane" cage in LTL and CAN, c) the sodalite cage in FAU and LTA,
d) the "gmel" cage in GME, e) the "erio" cage in ERI, f) the "grco" cage in PAU
and g) the supercage in FAU. The Figure is modified from Smith14.

Topologically different structures can in some cases be realised just by a different
stacking order of identical sheets. For example, the ABC-6 family consists of a large
number of known and hypothetical zeolite nets 22 . The sheets are built up by parallel 6rings linked by 4-rings. Erionite (ERI) can be described by the stacking sequence
AABAAC of such sheets. Again Offretite (OFF) is realised by the sequence AAB. EMT
can similarly be related to FAU by a stacking order of sheets, consisting of sodalite
cages. EMT has a hexagonal stacking (ABABA) whereas FAU has a cubic stacking
(ABCABC). Such structures are hence closely related and can often be found as
intergrowths 23 ' 24

2526

.

When discussing the framework topology of a zeolite one does not usually consider the
chemical composition. As previously mentioned, the Si/Al ratio can vary within one
topologically distinct group, as can the numbers and type of counterion. The amount of
water can also vary. In some cases the zeolite in question can be synthesised as an
aluminophosphate or with other T-atoms. Normally the ordering of T-atoms in the
lattice is not considered.

The structures of the zeolites considered in this work (F.MT, FAU. LTL. MFI and MOR)
are described in the Appendix (page 39).

Transmission electron microscopy
In a transmission electron microscope (see Figure 6) the specimen is illuminated by a
beam of electrons, produced in an electron gun situated at the top of the microscope.
The de Broglie wavelength of the electrons is dependent on the accelerating voltage of
the microscope. When the electrons are emitted from the filament (LaB6 is the most
frequently used filament) they pass through a large potential difference, that is an
accelerating voltage, and acquire kinetic energy. The wavelength hence accumulated by
the electrons is given by the following equation:

2m,,c:

where X is the wavelength, nig is the rest mass of the electron, V is the potential
difference, e is the electron charge, h is Planck's constant and c is the velocity of light.
As the vslocity of the electrons is close to the velocity of light, consideration must be
take^ to relativistic effects. Before reaching the specimen, the electron beam is modified
by condenser lenses and the condense aperture in order to achieve a coherent electron
beam. When the bean» interacts witl> the specimen several processes occur which will be
described below. The objective iens, situated below and around the specimen, is
instrumental in forming :.n image, the first intermediate image. This lens is of critical
importance in the image formation process. It is usually the spherical and chromatic
aberrations in 'he objective lens that limit the resolving power of the microscope, vide
infra. The first intermedia:; image is then enlarged by a series of projector lenses. The
visible image is produced on a fluorescent screen which can be lifted in order to let the
electrons expose a photographic film or activate an electron sensitive camera.
Electrons interacting with a crystal produce a variety of physical effects. The electrons
can be scattered by the crystal without any energy loss, elastic scattering, but also loose
some energy, inelastic scattering, to the crystal. There are three major contributions to
inelastic scattering: (i) single electron excitation, (ii) plasmon excitation and (iii)
phonon excitation. The single electron excitation, which has the highest energy values
of the three, leads to emission of x-rays which, as the energy of the x-rays are specific to
the elements, can be detected and used for elemental analysis. In some cases, so-called
secondary electrons are ejected from the specimen. The amount of energy lost by the
incident beam is also characteristic of the elements in the crystal. With an electron
10

energy loss spectrometer the energy of the undeviated beam is measured and the
elemental composition of the specimen can be inferred (EELS).
It is the elastically scattered electrons that are normally used for imaging in a
transmission microscope. The electrons are scattered principally in the same way as xrays are scattered by a crystal. However x-rays are sensitive to the electron distribution
of the scatterer whereas electrons are
sensitive to the electrostatic potential
distribution. In x-ray crystallography
only a diffraction pattern from a crystal
can be obtained. The diffraction represents a frequency map of the scatterer.
This information normally suffices for
crystal structure determination. If electrons are used as scatterers, an image as
well as a diffraction pattern can be obtained. This is due to the fact that electrons can be deflected in an electromagnetic lens. However, the diffraction
process is more complicated in the case
of electron scattering than for x-rays.

For structure analysis x-ray diffraction
is by far the best method to use (if large
single crystals can be obtained) as xrays are normally only scattered once in
Figure 6. The colum,. of JEM-4000EX.
Marked in the figure are: a) the electron
gun, b) the accelerator, c) the condenser lens
aperture, d) the specimen holder, e) the field
limiting, aperture, fi the camera chamber, g)
the intermediate and projector lenses, h) the
objective lens and i) the condenser lenses.

a crystal. The scattering amplitude for
electrons, on the other hand, is much
larger than for x-rays which leads to
multiple scattering events within one
small crystal, so called dynamical scattering. In this case, the phase relations
of the beams do not bear a simple rela-

tionship to the crystal structure. In order to describe and unravel this phenomenon a
quite complex theory is needed. For very thin crystals composed of light elements it
normally suffices to assume that the electrons were scattered only once or rather that the
amplitudes of the single-scattered beams are much larger than the amplitudes of the
multiple scattered beams which can then be neglected. This process is described by the
theory of kinematical scattering which is less complicated than the more complete and

11

complex theory of dynamical scattering. All electron scattering in this work will be
described by means of kinematical scattering.
As mentioned above, the objective lens is the "weakest", or resolution limiting, part of
an electron microscope. The spherical aberration ( C ) of the lens is one of the resolution
limiting factors. The smallest distance (</). /'. e. the resolution of the microscope, that
can be imaged can be calculated from the following relation

27 28

' :

where A represents the electron wavelength.
When the beams pass through the crystal they will be scattered, or reflected, by the
crystal planes (hkl). According to Bragg's law. constructive interference between the
scattered beams occurs when
2dhkl sinö =
where dIM is the interplanar distance, 6 is the incident angle and n is an integer.
The atomic scattering factor (/,) depends on the kind of atom, as different atoms have
different scattering power, and on the direction of scattering. For the reciprocal lattice
vector u the total scattered amplitude (*¥) in the back focal plane is the sum of all the
scattered beams and can be expressed according to the relation:

Here r ; is the direct space vector, /. e. the position of the atom with respect to the origin
of the unit cell. The intensity of the diffraction pattern is proportional to the square of
the scattered amplitude.
The image is the fourier transform of the scattered amplitude. However it is distorted by
the objective lens and by the objective aperture. When the beams pass through the
objective lens their amplitudes and in some cases their phases will be altered. The extent
to which this occurs will be determined by the contrast transfer function (CTF) of the
lens. In a very simplified form, without considering the effects of the envelope
functions, /'. e. the effects of incoherence of illumination, and the aperture function, the
CTF can be written as27:

12

CTF=sinx(u)
Xfuj = 7iAAiT2 ++- C vA
V uV
where A/ is the defocus (under focus positve value). The other parameters have been
defined above.
From the characteristic functions discussed above, and from Figure 7 a and b. it is clear
that the CTF changes with focus conditions. As the transfer function changes so does
the transfer of the reflections. A reflection which is poorly transferred at one focus can
be strongly transferred at another. This is the reason why the image changes with focus
variations. For high resolution imaging the focus condition normally used is the socalled Scherzer focus (defined as A/ = (CVX3/2)I/2). Here the CTF has the broadest pass
band (Figure 7 a and c). All beams with smaller reciprocal distances than the crossover
of the CTF will be transfers- without phase change whereas the rest can be transferred

Figure 7. CTF at a) 200 kV at Scherzer focus (930 A) and b) at a focus of 130 A
and at c) I MV at Scherzer focus(428 A). The CTFs have been calculated by EMS64
and the following parameters: a) and b) spherical aberration constant 2.3 mm
defocus spread 2.0 nm and beam semi-convergence 0.10 mrad; c) spherical
aberration constant 1.4 mm, defocus spread 2.0 nm and beam semi-convergence
0.10 mrad
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either with a phase shift of 180° or with the correct phases depending on the fluctuations
of the CTF. The amplitudes of the beams will decrease for almost all the beams. Only
the beams located where the CTF has the value 1 will be transferred without loss.
Consequently the image in an electron microscope does not give a perfect representation
of the object. However, with a knowledge of the imaging process, micrographs can be
correctly interpreted.

Zeolites and electron microscopy
The first electron micrographs of a zeolite were published in the late 50's by J.W.
Menter29. These early images display crystals of FAU along the (110) direction
revealing the {111} planes (d,M~14.4Å) in two directions. Another early transmission
electron microscopy study was done on zeolite L (LTL) and was published in 1972 30 .
The micrographs disclose the large channels along the [00 lj direction. J. V. Sanders31
reported the first high resolution (-3Å) images of a zeolite, also LTL, in 1979. The
microscope he used was the 1 MV microscope at Tohoku University in Japan. Some of
the images included in this thesis were recorded with the microscope (1.25 MV)
recently installed to replace the now obsolete 1 MV microscope at Tohoku University.
Considering the large structure parameters in general for zeolites, zeolite crystals should
provide excellent materials for electron microscopy studies. There is however a severe
drawback in their electron beam sensitivity. Too strong irradiation results in complete
disintegration of the framework structure, within seconds. Normal electron microscope
imaging conditions can thus not be used. Zeolites require very delicate treatment; low
dose conditions are imperative and, in order to reduce the exposure time, the films are
generally underexposed. All this taken into consideration, the opportunity to record
more than a few micrographs of the same zeolite crystal, with an undamaged
framework, is exceedingly rare.
The sensitivity has been claimed to stem largely from ionisation due to radiolytic
damage32

33 3 4

. The most important factor in limiting the lifetime of zeolites is the

Si/Al ratio. A Si rich zeolite is more stable than one with a low Si/AI ratio. The water
content is a direct consequence of this ratio and the ionisation of water is believed to be
a critical factor32'

33

. Treacy and Newsam33 propose three mechanisms for the

vitrification of the framework: (i) bond breakage caused by the formation of a peroxy
linkage resulting from the excitation of the 2p orbital of the oxygen in the oxygen
bridge, (ii) OH radicals combine with extra framework cations resulting in Al-O-Si
bond breakage, (iii) protonation of the Al-O-Si bridge weakens the Al-0 bond and
results in the formation of a Si-OH group.
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Another property of the zeolite that has been postulated to influence electron beam
stability is attributed to the kind of extra framework cation carried. When Na+ was
exchanged with UO22f the sensitivity of the zeolite was believed to substantially
decreased35. The beam voltage of the electron microscope also influences the stability
of the zeolite crystals 36 ; the damage rate in a 300 kV microscope is half that of a 100 kV
microscope33.
Transmission electron microscopy has yet not been a frequently applied method for
characterising zeolitic materials, at least not the fine structure, mainly because of the
instability of the crystals in the electron beam. Still, some important HRTEM studies
have been published.
Zeolite structures within the same structural family, /. e. those which are built from the
same structure units, can often be found as intergrowths. For intergrowth problems
electron microscopy is indispensable. Examples of problems that have been studied with
HRTEM are the intergrowth system of EMT/FAU 25 ' 26 ' 37 , of the ABC-6 family23

24

, and

38 39

ofMFI/MEL ' .
The framework structure of the microporous titanosilicate, ETS-10, was determined by a
combination of techniques. Here the use of HRTEM and electron diffraction were
invaluable a? the structure is an extreme example of crystallographic faulting of two
polymorphs40. The framework structure of zeolite P (BEA)41 is also built by two
polymorphs one of which, as in ETS-10, is chiral. HRTEM and electron diffraction were
again indispensable for solving the structure.
Characterisation of confined material in zeolite channels/cavities, vide infra, is
facilitated by the use of HRTEM 42 . Information on distribution and location of the
confined material can be gathered. A subtle example of the unique information
accessible via HRTEM is demonstrated by the incorporation oi" selenium in MOR. As
revealed from electron micrographs43'

44

, Se is unevenly distributed in the zeolite

framework, a situation probably caused by local differences in the Si/Al ratio44.
Other examples of HRTEM studies include studies on LTL where a stacking fault
perpendicular to the channel direction was detected 45 ' 46 . Grain boundaries in LTL and
the twinning in FAU47 have also been studied by HRTEM.
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New mesoporous materials
Recently a novel family of molecular sieves was discovered48, the mesoporous M41S.
MCM-41, which is the most studied member of the family, has a hexagonal structure,
but related lamellar and cubic phases have also been synthesised. The hexagonal phase
is an ordered array of uniform channels with minimal pore size variations. MCM-41 can
be synthesised with channel dimensions in the range of 20 Å to 100 Å. The channel
sizes are thus an order of magnitude larger than those of the microporous zeolites. The
structure is built from silicate or aluminosilicate "tubes" arranged in a hexagonal array.
The walls of the channels are generally considered to be amorphous. Chen et t//49 state
that MClvi-41 resembles amorphous silica or aluminosilicates in terms of its local
structure and bonding. Powder diffraction indeed shows only four peaks in the low
angle region49.
The synthesis mixture contains, as a crucial component, a surfactant. The surfactant
normally used carries a hexadecyltrimethylammonium ion (CI6H,,(CH,),N ) but, by
varying the alkyl chain length, it is possible to tailor different pore sizes. Addition of
auxiliary hydrocarbons, e. g. 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, generates materials with pore
diameters as large as 100 Å.
The process of formation is still not properly understood. Several models have been
proposed describing the formation mechanism. Beck et al 50 favour a model where the
surfactant liquid crystal phase serves as a template. There are two pathways to
accomplish this: (i) the liquid crystal phase is formed before silicate aggregates around it
and (ii) surfactant micellar rods aggregate into an array upon interaction with the silicate
species. The latter pathway is supported by the results of Chen et a/ 51 . A second model
has also been proposed in which the surfactant in co-operation with the inorganic
species form a liquid crystal mesophase' '" .It was found that the hexagonal phase can.
but need not be formed with the lamellar phase as a transition phase (see Figure 8). In
that case, the lamellar phase is formed as small silicate oligomers aggregate due to
electrostatic interaction between the inorganic species and the cationic surfactant (see
left part of Figure 8). As polymerisation proceeds, diminished charge density of the
larger polyanions increases the average head-group area of the surfactant assembly. This
causes the transformation from lamellar to the hexagonal mesophase as shown in Figure
8. Pre-organised arrays of the surfactants is not necessary or, if present, do not
necessarily relate to the morphology of the product"3. Another model, recently proposed
by Steel et a/ 54 , suggests that the silicate speies arrange into layers between which the
surfactant molecules form a hexagonal mesophase. Upon further ordering the silicate
rearranges into the hexagonal phase.
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Figure 8. The process of formation oj MCM-41 according to Monnier el af1 and
Uou et a/53. The lamellar phase is first formed but as the degree of polymerisation
of the silicate increases the lamellar phase transforms into the honeycomb pattern
of the hexagonal phase.

A similar type of mesoporous material was reported by a Japanese group5*. They used
the mineral kanemite. a layered polysilicate. as a silicate source and treated it with
surfactants. The product was a material with an appearance similar to that of MCM-41.

Containers for confined materials
Zeolites and other microporous materials have attracted interest as hosts for various
guests, such as molecules, clusters and polymers. The size of such confined materials
will be in the nanometer regime and their properties are expected to diverge from those
of the corresponding bulk material5"1. The origin of this difference lies in the finite size
of the guests, providing properties related to size quantisation. Physical properties that
such a host-guest complex can influence include c. g. optical, electronic, catalytic and
magnetic . A few examples of host-guest materials are given below, some of which
have properties related to the finite size of the guest species.
Small semi conductor clusters are under intensive investigation. It is possible to
synthesise CdS clusters in zeolites' . The optical properties of the clusters show a
dramatic deviation from those observed for the bulk material. "Hie preparation includes
exposing the ion exchanged zeolite to HiS.
No/uc el at'

have reported on the incorporation of alkali metal clusters in the cages of

zeolite A (I.TA). Ferromagnetism was observed for both K and Rb clusters although the
bulk metals do not display ferromagnetism.

The specimens were prepared by

evaporating alkali metals in the presence of the fully dehydrated zeolite.
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Another very elegant way to insert a guest was reported with the incorporation of
Co(SALEN)2 (Figure 9 a) into zeolite Y 6 0 . The Co(II) exchanged form of the zeolite
was treated with the ligand (N>N'-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediamine) to produce a
complex in the supercages. Tne synthesis mechanism is referred to as forming a
molecular "ship in a bottle". The incorporation of metal phtalocyanines (Figure 9 b) in
FAU follows a similar route 61 . When the complexes (ships) are formed inside the
zeolite cavities they can not be removed without destruction of the framework (bottle).

Figure 9. Some molecules can be formed with a "ship in the bottle" mechanism
inside the zeolite cavities. Once they are formed they can not, due t) their
extension, exit from the cavities, a) Co(SALEN)2, b) Fe-phtalocyanine.
With the invention of the mesoporous M41S class of substances, vide supra, new hosts
for confined materials were introduced. Wu et al

62

have succeeded in synthesising

polymer filaments inside the channels of zeolites and MCM-41. A remarkable
difference in properties were induced by the different hosts; the filaments in MCM-41
were conductive whereas those in the zeolites (FAU and MOR) were not. The lack of
conductivity in the zeolite hosts was attributed to the trapping of charge carriers due to
the narrowness of the channels.
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Instrumentation
The major part of the microscopy work in this thesis was done using the microscopes
available at the National Center for HREM at Lund University.
The analysis and some HRTEM work were done using a JEM-2000FX microscope. This
microscope has an operating voltage of 200 kV and a point to point resolution of 2.7Å.
It is equipped with a side entry goniometer. Attached to the microscope is a Link
AN 10000

energy

dispersive

x-ray

spectrometer

for

elemental

analysis

and

quantification.
Most of the HRTEM work was done using a JEM-4000EX microscope which is
dedicated for high resolution work and has a top entry goniometer. The operating
voltage is 400 kV and the resolution limit is at 1.6 Å. A TV camera and a image
intensifier (Gatan 622) is coupled to the microscope.
Some microscopy work was done at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan. The
microscope used was a JEM-1250 which should have a maximum operating voltage of
1.25 MV and a resolution of 1.0 Å. It was, due to technical problems, operated at 1.0
MV when the micrographs in this thesis were recorded.
Image simulations were done with several different programs. SHIRLI 63 , EMS 64 and
NCEMSS 65 . For creating the different surface models of FAU (in paper C) the IFTOOL
program was used.
The image processing was performed with the Semper programming language.
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Results and discussion
The artefact spot (Papers A and B)
Micrographs of zeolites viewed along a direction parallel to the large (5-10A) channels
are severely disturbed by an electro-optical artefact; a dark spot located in the projected
centre of the channels. This spot does not correspond to any electron density at this
position in the framework. Extra framework cations, or water, which are located in the
channels, are not the sources of the spot. This is obvious from image simulation where
the spot is discernible, yet extra framework cations and water were not included in the
calculated structure. When material is confined in the zeolite channels the contrast from
the artefact severly hinders the observation of the guest material. The problem is then to
differentiate the contrast between that created by the artefact and that arising from the
confined material.

Figure 10. Simulated images of I. TL along [001J at a crystal thickness of 45 A and
the following focus values: a) 0. b) 100. c) 200. d) 300. e) 400. f) 500. g> 600.
h) 1)0. i) S00. j) 900. k) 1000. I) 1100. m) 1200. n) 1300. o) 1400. p> 1500.
a) 1600 and r) 1700 A. The unit cell is outlined kr-= IS. 4 A).

Four types of zeolite were studied. FAU. LTL. MFI and MOR but the spot can also be
seen in other zeolites such as EMT (see appendix).
The image in an electron microscope (if emanating from only kinematical scattering)
can be described as arising from the Fourier summation of a multitude of crystal planes
with different internal distances and different phases. The phases are, for a centro
symmetric crystal, either 0° or 180°. As a consequence, the resulting contrast will be
either dark or light. Ifall reflections (each set of planes (hkl) will represent a reflection
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Figure 11. Simulated imagen of MFI along [010] at a crystal thickness of 46 A
and the following focus values: a) 0, b) 100. c) 200. d) 300. e) 400. f) 500. g) 600.
h) ~00. i) SOO.j) 900. k) 1000. I) 1100. m) 1200. n) 1300. o) 1400. p) 1500. q> 1600
and r) 11)0 A. The unit cell is outlined fa=20.1A and c -13.4 A).

in reciprocal space) were to be summed with the same magnitude of transfer, the
strength of each reflection would depend only one the structure factor and hence, the
resulting image would convey the true nature of the object. As this is not the case in an
electron microscope, the micrograph will never display an "exact" representation of the
original. The characteristics of the image will always deviate more or less from the
characteristics of the investigated crystal depending on at which focus it was registered.
Generally, micrographs are recorded at Scherzer focus (defined on page 13). where the
resolution is at its maximum. For crystals with small lattice constants this focus gives an
image with the closest resemblance possible to the object; all reflections within the
resolution limit of the microscope are given the correct phases. From a knowledge of the
Contrast Transfer Function (CTF) it is possible to state to what extent the respective
reflections

TABLEI(LTL)
The table shows the most important Bragg reflections for
the imaging of I.TL. The amplitude, if they are light (i) or
dark (D) forming and the length of the scattering vectors
fd*) are also shown. The last column details how many
structurally related reflections that contribute to image
formation in the [001] direction.

will

be

transferred by the objective lens, as a function of
defocus.

This

is only

valid for thin specimens
(less than approximately
100 A) where kinemat-

Bragg

Amplitude

reflection

Type

d*

Number of

L/D

Å-1

reflections

a

1.0.0

1.4709

L

0.063

6

b

2.0.0

0.5483

L,

0.126

6

c

2.1.0

1.0024

D

0.166

12

d

3.1.0

0.6916

D

0.226

12
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ical scattering is the prevailing

process.

Hence

only the thin edges of the
zeolite crystals can be
considered.

Structures with large lattice

,50 O Å

parameters,

e. g.

have important
b c

10

zeolites,
reflections

with large structure factors,

\

at small reciprocal distances
(d*). Due to the shape of the
CTF these reflections will be
_.
, , . , T r , ,/,/,,,/ c-i
i
-/./, < ,
poorly transferred. UnfortuFigure 12. C TF
for 400 kV at Scherzer focus O00 A) and at
1700A. The reflections important for creating the channel nately. this phenomena.! is
contrast for LTL are marked.
m o r e prO nounced for higher
resolution microscopes. The
derivation of the artefact spot
is explained by this insufficient transfer of the reflec-

1.0

tions at low i/*-values. The
contrast in the centre of the
channels is. by and large, the
Figure 13. CTF for 400 kV at Scherzer focus (500 A) and at r e s u l t o f t h e summation of
H00 A. The reflections important for creating the channel certain reflections with large
contrast for MFI are marked.
awciixre factors. The reflections are either providing
light or dark contrasts depending on their phases. The artefact spots appear as a result of
too much transfer of dark forming reflections as compared to light forming.
The simulated images in Figures 10 and 11, showing the focus series of LII. and MFI
respectively, reveal how
the artefact spots change
with different foci. A* a
certain underfocus value
(1700Å

for

LTL

and

800Å for MFI) the spots
disappear. The reason of

TABLE II (MFI)
The table shows the most important Bragg reflections for
the imaging of MFI. The amplitude, if they are light (I.) or
dark (D) forming and the length of the scattering vectors
(d*) are also shown. The last column details how many
structurally related reflections that contribute to image
formation in the [010] direction.

this is clear from Figures

Bragg

12 (LTL) and 13 (MFI)
where

the

CTFs

for

Scherzer focus and the
focus value where the
artefact spots have disappeared are shown. Tables

Amplitude

reflection

Type

d*

Number of

L/D

A"»

reflections

a

1,0,1

1.3022

L

0.090

4

b

3,0,1

0.8609

L

0.167

4

c

5,0,1

2.3998

D

0.260

4

d

3,0,3

1.7559

D

0.269

4
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I (LTL) and II (MFI) give more information on the reflections marked in
the Figures. At a certain focus the balance between light and dark forming
reflections is reached by decreasing
the transfer of dark forming reflections, increasing for light forming reflections or a combination of the two.
The micrograph in Figure 14 shows a
high resolution image of LTL with the
artefact spots clearly seen in the thin
part of the crystal. Inserted is the corresponding simulated image. Figure
15 shows two high resolution images

Figure 14. Micrograph of l.Tl. along 1001] at
400 k\\ inserted is the simulated at "00 A. The
unit cell is outlined Ui--/S. 4 A).

of MFI with the corresponding simulated images. In Figure 15 a. recorded close to S-her/er locus, the artefact spots are
visible. At a lower underfocus (Figure 15 b) the spots have disappeared.

In paper B the full explanation
for the appearance of the artefacts in FAU and MOR is given.
Observation of confined materials in zeolite channels and cavities will, due to the artefact
spot, be a complicated task. For
the recording of high resolution
electron micrographs

Scher/er

focus conditions are normally
used. As explained above, the
transmission of the largest number of reflection will, at that
focus, be optimal. However, in
order to avoid the artefact spot
another approach is needed for
imaging zeolites. It is possible to
cancel out the artefact by choosing other focus conditions.
Simulated images of LI L. MFI.

Figure 15, Micrographs of Ml I along jOIOj at iwn
focus values, close to 501) A la) and close to ih)
SllllA. I he corresponding simulated images are
inserted The unit cell is outlined (a 20.1 A and
c 13.4 Ai

Figure 16. Simulated images ofLTL with he along [001] at a crystal thickness of
45 A ami the following focus values: a) 0, h) 100. c) 200. dl 300. e) 400. f) 500.
gj 600. h) 700. i) 800, j) 900. k) 1000. I) 1100. m) 1200. n) 1300. a) 1400. p) 1500.
q) 1600 andr) 1700 A. The unit cell is i,mimed (a
IS.4A).

MOR and FAU with incorporated Fe, used as a model for confined materials, were
calculated as a function of defocus. The focus series obtained for MOR and FAU are
included in paper B. Here are shown the results for LTL (Figure 16) and MFI (Figure
17). Comparisons of the focus series in Figures 10 and 16 and Figures 11 and 7
respectively, show that it is possible to image confined material both in LTL and MFI.
At some foci, however, the images of the empty zeolite and the zeolite with confined
material, resemble each other to such an extent that it is virtually impossible to make a
clear distinction between the two. But, at other foci, a clear distinction between the two
can be made. It is thus essential to carefully choose the right imaging conditions. By
contrast to normal FIRTEM work these will not be around Scherzer focus conditions,
but rather at lower defocus values. Micrographs recorded in a focus series will be even
more instructive.
A similar line of argument is valid for MOR (paper B) which like LTL (along f001 ])
and MFI (along [010]) has straight channels. For FAU. the problem is slightly different
as the channels are formed by interconnection of the supercages leading to a zigzag type
of channel. The Fe-clusters were placed in the centre of the supercages which do not
coincide with the centre of the channels. This leads to a dramatic change in the
appearance of the simulated images with Fe included, as compared to those calculated
for the zeolite lattice only.
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Figure 17. Simulated images of MFI with Fe along [OlOJ at a crystal thickness of
46 A and the following focus values: a) 0. b) 100, c) 200, d) 300, e) 400.fi 500.
g) 600. h) 700, i) 800, j) 900. k) 1000. I) 1100. m) 1200, n) 1300. a) 1400. p) 1500,
q) 1600 and r) 1700 A. The unit cell is outlined fa 20.1 A and c -13.4 A).

The surface structure of FAU (Paper C)
Paper C presents the results from a HRTHM study of the surface structure of FAU.
Three types of zeolite have been investigated; crystals obtained from normal
hydrothermal synthesis (FAUnonn). crystals that have been synthesised with crown ethers
as templates (FAUtc) and FAUm,m) crystals that have been dealuminated (USY). The
specimen obtained from the crown ether synthesis is an intergrovvn phase of the two
polytypes EMT (hexagonal) and FAU (cubic).
FAU crystals are determined by {111 j faces and thus have an octahedral morphology.
The FAUmimi crystals have a regular shape and contain practically no defects apart from
the rather frequently occurring {111} twin planes (see the section on Incorporation of I't
in FAU). FAU and EM T can be considered as consisting of a stacking of faujasite
sheets. If. instead, the part in between the sheets is considered (the result is the same;
FAU has a ABCA stacking and HMT a ABABA stacking) the structure around a twin
plane can be described as ABCACBA. where the twin plane is underlined. Thus, the
twin plane is just a narrow slab of the HMT structure.
The FAUll(inn crystals were in the Na' form and had a Si/AI ratio of 2.8. They were not
treated in any way before the study, yet their stability in the electron beam was sufficient
for detailed structure imaging. Th:> surprisingly high stability was attributed to the high
crystallinity of the sample.
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The crown ether synthesised samples had a Si/Al ratio of 3.1 with a hexagonal plate-like
shape. The EMT structure prevails and controls the morphology. These crystals have a
low occurrence of defects. FAUce crystals which are dominated by the FAU structure
have, like the FAUnorm crystals, an octahedral morphology.

Figure 18. Afaujasite sheet, the building sheets of FAU and EMT. seen from two
directions.
The dealuminated sample consists of crystals with the same morphology as the F AUnunn
crystals. Apart from the difference in surface structure, which will be discussed below,
ant '.her important distinction can be noticed comparing the FAUm,ntl and USY samples.
During the dealumination process large pores are formed in the zeolite lattice. These
mesopores are believed to be the result of the aluminium extraction12.
Both the FALJilonn and the FAUCC crystals have clear and well defined crystal edges. To
understand at an atomic level how the respective surfaces were terminated, three models
were proposed (Figure 1 of paper C). In the first model (1) the surface is terminated with
an open (unfinished) sodalite cage, in the second (II) the cage is closed and in the third
(III) a complete double six ring (D6R) is formed. The common feature is the number of
dangling OH bonds. Electron micrograph images were simulated and matched with the
experimental micrographs.
In all crystals that were observed the {111} surfaces of FAUm,nn arc terminated
identically. The micrographs were matched with the simulated images and the best fit
was obtained with those of surface model I. with an unfinished sodalite cage.
Figure 19 shows a micrograph of a representative FAUmirm crystal. Along the surface
three steps at the end of the crystal growth planes can be observed. The height of the
steps are 14,3 Å. the height of a faujasite sheet. From these observations conclusions
concerning the crystal growth can be drawn. It is most likely that FAUnnmi grows with a
layer mechanism with one faujasite sheet at a time. The growth rate is high along the
{111} surface and relatively low in the perpendicular direction thus yielding an
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Figure 19. A surface o/XciY with three surface steps. Scale bar 5i A.
octahedral morphology to the crystal. The micrograph furnishes yet another piece of
information on how the crystal was formed. The contrast is slightly weaker for the last
or the two last rows of unit cells (see Figure 19) in the growing layer. Thus, the growing
occurs with one row or maybe a couple of rows of unit cells at a time.
In the case of FAl Jt,. on the other hand, the surface was matched with the simulated
images of model III. Further studies on this sample36 have shown that the ! 111J surface
can be terminated in two ways, either according to model III or. as for the f;AUm,nn
sample, according to model I. It was hence postulated that the D6R is an important unit
in the growth of the FAU^, crystals.
Micrographs of IJSY always disclose an amorphous layer surrounding the crystals. This
amorphous region does not originate from the degradation oi' the zeolite framework in
the electron beam. Crystals of IJSY are more stable than the FAlJnnrin crystals and no
27

degradation of the surface was observed for FAUIU,mi. This amorphous region must
consequently form during the dealumination process. Two alternative explanations are
possible; the amorphous constituents originate from inside the crystal, probably from the
mesopore areas, or the crystals disintegrate during the dealumination starting with the
outer layers. As similar surface steps as in FAUllom, (see Figure 4 of paper C) can be
observed under the amorphous layer, the disintegration in the latter case proceeds by a
mechanism reverse to that of synthesis.

Incorporation of Pt in FAU (paper D and E)
Platinum was incorporated in Zeolite NaY (FAU) in a three step process. First the
zeolite was ion exchanged with Pt(NH,)42', followed by calcination at 573 K under
flowing oxygen and finally reduced under flowing hydrogen at 373 K. or at room
temperature. To enhance the electron beam stability the specimen was ion exchanged
with Na + . The following (schematic) reactions are believed to take place 66 :
NaY=>

Pt(NH,)4NaY+NaJ

O2 => PtNaY
III

PtNaY+ H2 =* Pt° - HNaY

IV

Pt{} - HNaY+ Na+ => Pi" - NaY+ IV

During the ion exchange (I) some, but not all. Na is exchanged with the complex
platinum ion. In the calcination step (II) the complex is destroyed leaving the naked Pt :
ion. From electron micrographs it is observed that a certain agglomeration of platinum
into clusters take place. Reduction with hydrogen (III) generates small clusters of neutral
Pt atoms, and protons replace the Pt2' as counterions to the framework. Ion exchange
with Na' replaces the protons (IV).
The only frequently occurring defects in the NaY samples are twin planes parallel to
{111} (Figure 20). At the twin the structure is identical to that of EMI (see section on
surface structure) and accordingly the cage structure is different. EMT contain two kinds
of large cages; the hypocage and the larger of the two, the hypercage. At the twin plane
one hypercage is connected, via the 12 ring windows, to a FAU supercage at each end.
This results in a spacious elongated cage. The long axis of the cage is oriented
perpendicular to the (110) direction.
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Figure 20. Micrograph of a iwinplanc in zeolite \aY Scale har 4i A.

Electron micrographs of the samples that have been oxidised and further treated reveal
that the platinous clusters favour an agglomeration in the twin planes. Samples
examined after the ion exchange (I) have a homogenous distribution of Pt(NH,).T ions
without agglomeration. It thus seems likely that the explanation to the agglomeration
can not be sought in a difference in composition at the twin plane, such as a 'ocally
lower Si/Al ratio, which would result in a higher concentration of platinum already after
the ion exchange (I). It is more likely explained by the presence of the large elongated
cage.
Several independent observations confirm thai the clusters are intra /oolitic. If the
clusters were placed in a string on the surface the contrast from them would be
concealed as the thickness oi' the zeolite crystal increases. This was not the case.
Further, the same twin plane can be obsen ed from different directions (see figure 5 in
paper H) and in different sections of the samples (obtained by ultramicrotomy). If a
crystal is cleaved in three consecutive sections the middle section contains the inner
region of the crystal (Figure S in paper I ).

Platinous dusters can also be observed dispersed through the defect free zeolite crystal.
Some clusters are probably located on the surface but the main part is inside the lattice.
The zeolite lattice is not damaged by the platinum incorporation process, except perhaps
locally. Clusters with sizes larger than the zeolite cages can be found, the existence of
which requires a local disintegration of the framework.
Platinum was also incorporated in EMT by the same method as that used for FAU. After
the ion exchange no clusters were visible suggesting that the platinum ions are
homogeneously distributed at specific crystallographic sites. After the reduction, small
as well as very large clusters are visible. The large clusters are situated on the surface of
the zeolite crystals, often at surface kinks. It thus seems likely that migration in the KMT
framework is less constrained that in the FAU framework.

Image processing
In order to remove the artefact spot, image processing has been applied to simulated
images as well as experimentally obtained micrographs.
If only the thin edges of the zeolite crystals are considered the image forming process
can be treated by a kinematical approach. Thus the strength of transfer is directly
dependent on the CTF. The fourier transform of the image can then be described by the
following relation:
/(«/•) = ()(d*)CTF(d*)+
where l(d')

N(d*)

represents the image, O(d') the object and N(d')

is the noise. (For

simplicity the brackets will henceforth be excluded.) By a simple rearrangement, the
object can be extracted as;

O=IICTF + NICTF.
If this function, which has the nature of a filter, is applied to the image, high noise levels
will result wherever the CTF has a value close to zero. Furthermore, the function is not
defined where the CTF is zero. To avoid this problem a so-called Wiener filter is used:

CTF/(CTF2 + N: /O2)
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Figure 21. Simulated images of Mil with varying amount of Pt in the channels,
before and after filtering with the Wiener filter. In the first row are shown the
original images a) Ml-1 without Pt. hi Ml I with 4 Pt atoms per unit cell (in
position 0, 0, 0). c) with <S Pt atoms per unit cell fin position 0. 0.4. 0.5). In the
second row are shown the same images after applying the Wiener filter, d) MFI
without Pt. e) Ml-1 with 4 Pi atoms and ft MI'I with S ft atoms. The images were
simulated with EMS' at Scherzer focus and the voltage 400 kV. The ('//• used for
image processing was defined as in I:\IS and calculated with the same parameters
as the image simulations. Scale har 20.1 I.

This filter avoids the difficulty of division by a small number. The image is restored by
multiplying this filter with the transform o\ the image. The noise to object ratio
( A'"/ () ) is approximated by a constant with a small value. This liltering process has
been applied to simulated as well as experimental images.

Figure 21 shows the result of the filtering of Ml I with and without incorporated
material. The guest species, in this case I't atoms, were located at the same position, in
projection, as the artefact spots. In I igure 2 1 a ) the spot in the centre of the channels is
the artefact, whereas in Figure 2 1 b ) and c) the contrast stems largely from the contrast
given by the I't atoms. The three images in the top row arc very similar. Only the
strength of the contrast of the spots varies slightly. Hence it will be difllcul'. if not
impossible, to make a distinction between a crystal with confined material and a crystal
without. However, after the images have been processed by the Wiener filter method,
the contrast which arises from the artefact has almost completely disappeared: in Figure
21 d) the spots are almost gone whereas a contrast remains in the channels in Figure 21
e) and f).
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Figure 22. Simulated images o/FAU with ami without Pt atoms, hefore and after
filtering with the Wiener filter. The top row shows the images before filtering ami
the bottom row shows the corresponding images after image processing, a) and d)
without Pt atoms, b) and e) with Pt atoms located in the centre of the snpercages
(in position 3AS, 3/H. 3/H) and c) and d) with Pt located in the centre of the
channels (in position 1/2. 1/2, 1/2). The images were simulated with EMS** at
Scherzer focus and the voltage 400 kV. The CTF used for image processing was
defined as in EMS and calculated with the same parameters as the image
simulations. Scale bar 17.5 A

The channels along [010] in MFI are straight but in FAU the channels are zigzag shaped
and substantially larger. This increases the possibilities of positioning the confined
material. Images were simulated with Pt incorporated at two different positions, in the
projected centre of the channels and in the centre of the supercages of which the
channels are built. 1'igure 22, top row, shows the simulated images of FAII without Pt
(a), with Pt located in the centre of the supercages (b). and with Pt in the centre of the
channels (c). The image in Figure 22 b) differs from the other two. The contrast given
by the Pt is not located at the position of the artefact spot. This localisation provides an
image which differs from that of the empty FAU. Hence, a definite distinction between
the two will not require the need of image processing. Simulations of FAU with
confined material in the centre of the channels, on the other hand, creates an image with
a close resemblance to the empty FAU. In this case the need for image processing is
evident. The bottom row in Figure 22 shows the three images after applying the Wiener
filter. As in the case of MFI the artefact spots disappear (Figure 22 d) whereas the spots
remain when caused by the contrast from the confined Pt atoms (Figure 22 f).

Image processing of experimental images is more difficult than processing of simulated
images; the exact focus conditions and microscope parameters are not known.
Furthermore the crystal thickness is not known and can vary. However from simulated
images the focus and the microscope parameters can be approximated.
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Figure 23. A focus scries of'experimental micrographs of Sa) (h'AU) recorded
with the .JEM-4000EX microscope. In the top row arc shown the original
micrographs, the central row the filtered images and the bottom row the filtered
images after averaging. The focus of the images were approximated to an
underfocus of a), o and g) 300 A h) e) and h) 500 A and a. f) and i) "00 A. Scale
bar T. 5 A.

The Wiener filter was applied to a focus series oi' NaY (I'AU) where the focus
conditions were approximated from simulated images and from the results of the
processing; if the processed images did not closely resemble the projected potential of
FAU that particular focus was discarded. The result of the processing is shown in Figure
23. The bottom row shows the processed images after averaging of the structure. In the
top row the artefact spots are clearly seen. The contrast of the spots varies slightly from
channel to channel. In the central row which shows the corresponding images after
processing, the spots have disappeared or. at least have lost some contrast. After
averaging the images the spots are even more difficult to discern. Hven though the
images differ slightly from each other it is noteworthy that the shape of the channels in
all cases is ring-shaped and smooth.
Finally, the Wiener filter was applied to a locus series of NaY with incorporated Pt (see
section on incorporation of Pt in FAU). The image processing was done in the same way

AUVV
Figure 24. A focus scries of experimental images of Pt incorporated in XaY
(FAU). vide supra, recorded with the JF..\l~Wt)t)E.Xmicroscope. In the top row are
shown the original micrographs, the central row the filtered images ami the
bottom row the filtered images after averaging. The focus of the images were
approximated to an under focus of a), di and g) i(H) A hi. e) and h) -/Oil A and c), ft
and t) 600 A. Scale har I". 5 A.

as for NaY. vide .supra. It is not possible to distinguish Pt clusters from any of the
images in Figure 24. But by comparing Figures 23 and 24 a difference can be noticed:
the channels which arc round or elliptical for NaY have a more star like appearance
when Pt has been incorporated in the zeolite.

MCM-41 material (Paper F)
This paper is based on a 1IRT1AI study of the mesoporous MCM-41 material. The
specimen in this study was an aluminosilicate synthesised with hexadeeyltrimethylammonium chloride as surfactant.

The image shown in Figure 1 in Paper F clearly shows the hexagonal shape of the tubes.
Often micrographs of these materials convey a more circular shape of the tubes which
can be explained by the tubes not being exactly straight but slightly winding.
As explained previously (see pages 16-17) different models are proposed for explaining
the mechanism of formation. The result of this IIRTF.M study favours the model
suggested by Monnier et al 52 and Hou el al53 in which the transition between the first
formed lamellar phase and the hexagonal phase is described. Figure 3 in Paper F shows
a part of a crystal where the two phases, hexagonal and lamellar, both can be seen.
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Conclusions
HRTKM has been shown to be an invaluable technique lor obtaining direct information
on the fine structures of crystalline matter. Zeolites, the focus oi' this thesis, are
interesting and challenging objects for HRTHM studies, liven though zeolites are
electron beam sensitive materials and disintegrate rapidly in the electron beam, high
resolution micrographs can be obtained by the use of low-dose imaging conditions.
The first two papers in this thesis along with the image processing work are concerned
with the electro-optical artefact caused by insufficient transfer of information of
reflections at small reciprocal distances in the objective lens of the electron microscope.
The artefact may lead to severe distortion of images o\' crystalline matter with large
structure parameters: for zeolites, when viewed with the large channels parallel to the
direction of the electron beam, the artefact produces a dark spot located in the centre of
the channels. The spot impedes the image interpretation, especially when material
confined in the channels or cavities of the zeolite is to he detected. Paper A and B
discuss the cause of the artefact spot and also what imaging conditions that should be
used to avoid it. At foci below Scherzer focus the spot contrast weakens. Image
processing with a simple Wiene.-filter can be used to remove the spots. Confined
material is discernible at focus conditions different from the ones normally used, locus
series are even more instructive. Image processing can also be applied for detection of
confined material.

As shown in paper C it is possible to get detailed information on the structure of zeolite
surfaces. Three surface models for FAU is presented in Paper C. The electron
micrographs were matched with simulated images of these models. It was found that the
surface of NaY (FAU). synthesised by the normal procedure, is terminated according to
model I. The surface of FAU synthesised with crown ethers can be terminated either
according to model I or according to model III. A knowledge of the details of the
growing surface of zeolites gives valuable information which can lead to a deeper
understanding of the process of crystal growth. Crystals of USY. the dealuminated form
of FAU is always covered by an amorphous region.
Papers D and 1: discuss the preferred location of small platinous clusters inside the
cavities of FAU. It is noticed that the clusters are preferentially situated in the frequently
occurring twin-planes of FAIL The cavities at this location are more spacious than in
the defect-free FAU framework and it is believed that the clusters are so located due to
the larger cavity size. Larger cavities enable platinum to form larger clusters which
could be a driving force for the preference observed. The enhanced concentration of Pt
in the twin-planes also implies that Pt is predominantly intra-zeolitic.
36

Paper F is concerned with a material that is neither zeolitic nor microporous but
mesoporous; the aluminosilicate MCM-41. The process of formation of MCM-41 is not
completely understood and several mechanisms of formation have been proposed. The
result of the HRTEM investigation reported in Paper F supports a mechanism that
involves a co-operative formation of a inesophase that includes the silicate species as
well as the surfactant.
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Appendix
The HRTEM images in the appendix were recorded at 400 kV. The corresponding
projected potentials were calculated with NCEMSS65. Crystallographic data was
obtained from the Atlas of zeolite structure types7 and references therein.
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